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Abstract
This paper is the first to specify blockchains as a composition of abstract data types all together with a hierarchy of consistency criteria that formally characterizes the histories admissible for distributed programs that use them. The paper presents as well some results on implementability of the presented abstractions and a mapping of representative existing blockchains from both academia and industry in our framework.
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1 Introduction
The paper proposes a new data type to formally model blockchains and their behaviors. We aim at providing consistency criteria to capture the correct behavior of current blockchain proposals in a unified framework encompassing both forkable and non-forkable blockchains. To this end, the key point is to define consistency criteria allowing mutable operations to create forks and restricting the values read, i.e. modeling the data structure as an append-only tree. This way we can easily define semantics equivalent to eventually consistent append-only queue for non-forkable blockchains but as well weaker semantics for forkable ones. For non-forkable blockchain we introduce the Strong Prefix consistency criterion that guarantees that for any two reads, the value returned by one is a prefix of the value returned by the other one.

Another peculiarity of blockchains lies in the notion of validity of blocks, i.e. the blockchain must contain only blocks that satisfy a given predicate. To abstract away implementation-specific validation mechanisms, we propose to encapsulate the validation process in an oracle model separated from the process of updating the data structure. The oracle has two roles: first generating valid blocks, to be potentially appended to the append-only tree data structure, and second managing the append of the new valid blocks. This second role allows forks in the append-only tree data structure: from an unbounded number of forks (weak oracle) to none of them (strong oracle). The blockchain is then abstracted by an oracle-based construction in which the update and consistency of the tree data structure depend on the validation and synchronization power of the oracle.

Related Work. In [8] the authors extract Bitcoin backbone and define invariants that this protocol has to satisfy in order to verify with high probability an eventual consistent prefix. This line of work has been continued by [14]. However, to the best of our knowledge, no other previous attempt proposed a consistency unified framework and hierarchy capturing both Consensus-based and proof-of-work based blockchains. In [1], the authors present a study about the relationship of BFT consensus and blockchains. In order to abstract out the proof-of-work mechanism the authors propose a specific oracle, in the same spirit of our oracle abstraction, but more specific than ours, since it makes a direct reference to proof-of-work properties. In parallel and independently of our work, [4] proposes a formalization of distributed ledgers modeled as an ordered list of records. The authors propose in their formalization three consistency criteria: eventual consistency, sequential consistency and linearizability. Interestingly, they show that a distributed ledger that provides eventual consistency can be used to solve the consensus problem. These findings confirm our results about the necessity of Consensus to solve Strong Prefix. On the other hand, the proposed formalization does not propose weaker consistency semantics more suitable for proof-of-work blockchains.
as BitCoin. The work achieved in [4] is complementary to the one presented in [2], where the authors study the consistency of blockchain by modeling it as a register. Finally, [10] presents an implementation of the Monotonic Prefix Consistency (MPC) criterion and showed that no criterion stronger than MPC can be implemented in a partition-prone message-passing system.

2 Contribution

The main contribution of the paper is a formal unified framework providing blockchain consistency criteria that can be combined with oracle models in a proper hierarchy of abstract data types [15] independent of the underlying communication and failure model. The following implementability results are shown:

- The strongest oracle, guaranteeing no fork, has Consensus number \( \infty \) in the Consensus hierarchy of concurrent objects [11]. It must be noted that we considered Consensus defined in [5, 6, 9], in which the Validity property states that a valid block can be decided even if sent by a faulty process.
- The weakest oracle, which validates a potentially unbounded number of blocks to be appended to a given block, has Consensus number 1.
- The impossibility to guarantee Strong Prefix in a message-passing system if forks are allowed. This means that Strong Prefix needs the strongest oracle to be implemented, which is at least as strong as Consensus.
- A necessary condition for Eventual Prefix in a message-passing system, called Update Agreement stating that each update sent by a correct process must be eventually received by every correct process. Thus, it is impossible to implement Eventual Prefix if even only one message sent by a correct process is dropped.

The proposed framework along with the above-mentioned results helps in classifying existing blockchains in terms of their consistency and implementability. We used the framework to classify several blockchain proposals. We showed that Bitcoin [13] and Ethereum [16] have a validation mechanism that maps to our weakest oracle and then they only implement Eventual prefix, while other proposals map to our strongest oracle, falling in the class of those that guarantee Strong Prefix (e.g. Hyperledger Fabric [3], PeerCensus [7], ByzCoin [12]).

3 Conclusion and Future Work

We believe that the presented results are of practical interests since our oracle construction not only reflects the design of many current implementations but will help designers in choosing the oracle they want to implement with a clear semantics and inherent trade-offs in mind. Future work will focus on several open issues, such as the solvability of Eventual Prefix in message-passing, the synchronization power of other oracle models, and fairness properties for oracles.
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